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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Hi, there 👋
Welcome to the Journey of learning how to grow your Account
and everything you need to know to grow and earn on
Instagram.
Who I am, that’s a nice Question.
My name is Parwinder Singh, People call me ProSingh. I am
the Founder of Instaeasy, one of the best Automation and
Instagram Growth Tool. Instaeasy was started 2 years before
with an idea in mind How I can hack Instagram algorithms to
grow faster or to find the perfect way to use Instagram to grow
and earn money. After these 2 Years I can confidently say that I
have found that path, it took months and many failed attempts.
But you know everything is worth it in the end.
In this Book I would be just sharing my experience and things I
did to grow my and my clients too. Yes no bullshit here, Still
don’t think everything will be there for you on the silver plate.
Instagram and all other forms of Social media websites require
a lot of hard work from your side too. You can learn to build a
Sword but You can’t win a war until you learn how to build a
perfect for you. In the same way you have the path but you
need to walk it And experience it to grow yourself on
Instagram or in any other Social media Platforms. Sorry for
taking much time so let’s get just started now and hope you
will enjoy it.

CHAPTER 2

WHY INSTAGRAM
In 2020, A lot of other social media apps are growing which are
short video-based. You may think why I should still learn and
waste my time on Instagram when I can use the same work to
grow on other social media platforms.
Instagram was started as a photo-sharing app everyone, but
right now it’s used by a lot of businesses. With over 1 billion
registered users and 60% accounts following minimum 1
business page and A business won’t create an Account on
Tik-Tok they will come on Instagram. It’s the best app where
you can see consumers and businesses living in the same
environment. Instagram has a lot of growth hacks for it which
are not still available for Tik-Tok or Twitter. On Instagram you
can just use a tool and grow 100k followers within a month. No
need to become viral or make a lip-syncing video for that. You
can grow theme pages and Attract audience which loves it.
Ultimately Instagram is owned by Facebook so they will be
always trying there best so they stay on top and Believe me
Beating Mark Is not an easy thing especially in social media
categories. Because of all of this you can stop worrying about
other social media networks just create an Account on
Instagram grow your account and then you can leverage your
audience to grow on other social media platforms.

CHAPTER 3

GETTING BASICS
READY
In this Chapter we going to learn about all the basics of
Instagram and the important terms you should know before
growing on Instagram.
Bio: Every user has the opportunity to create a personal bio.
This is a section wherein you may describe yourself or
business and also link to a website of your choice. This is the
only place on Instagram that allows for active links. So, be sure
to include your website link or a link to a product you are
highlighting. It can be wise to swap this link out periodically,
using it to highlight a recent blog post, a specific page on your
website, or any specific link you want people to view. If you
aren’t able to regularly update the link, then it should remain a
link to your primary website.

Caption: Instagram users may accompany their posts with a
caption. The wittier the better. It is best to keep these short
and sweet as only the first few lines of the caption will be
visible when scrolling. Remember, any links posted in captions
will not be live, so it is best to post links in your bio and
reference them in captions.
Comment: A comment is when someone posts a reply or
response to your photo. A comment is considered a Level Two
engagement, meaning that users have chosen to actively
participate in your page. The more comments you have, the
more quality engagement you have on your site. But watch out
for spam and robot comments!
Filter: Instagram’s filters are one aspect that makes the
network unique. Filters allow users to automatically enhance
their photos and even add frames to them. Currently,
Instagram gives users 20 filters to choose from.
Follower: A follower is someone who is “friends” with you on
Instagram and could potentially see your posts in your feed.
The more followers you have, the larger your audience. It is
extremely important to work on growing the number of
followers you have, but you need to do so in a way that
attracts genuine followers, not those who would have no
interest in your business or products.
Hashtag: Hashtags are used to describe and categorise posts.
The # symbol always goes at the beginning of a #hashtag and
can be clicked on to find similar posts. Using popular hashtags
can help to increase the visibility of your posts.
Instagram Live: Instagram Live is a video feature that allows
you to broadcast live to your followers. Followers will only be

able to watch the video in real time, and there is no replay
option. If using this feature, be sure to allow a bit of lag time at
the beginning of a video so that people will have time to join
your stream. Make sure that no major announcements are
made at the beginning of the video since people will not be
able to go back to the beginning or to replay the video.
Like: A like is when someone either double taps your photo or
taps the heart button. Likes are considered a Level One
engagement.
Post: A post is any photo that is shared via the Instagram
network.
Story: A story is a short, no more than 15 second post that is
visible for 24 hours on your page. You can create multiple
stories a day. Using the story feature is a great alternative to
constantly uploading pictures to the site. It allows you to
remain active and engaged regularly but also keeps you from
overwhelming peoples’ regular feeds.
Tag: A tag is when an Instagram user attaches another
person’s handle to your post. This can occur in comments of
another’s posts, or a user may tag users in photos that they
post as well. A tag is considered a Level Three engagement.
We hope these terms help you understand Instagram’s
features a bit more. If you have questions about how to use
certain features or need assistance learning how to integrate
these features into your online marketing strategy.

CHAPTER 4

GETTING STARTED

Now You can Start Creating Your Instagram Account ,
this Chapter will Help you to Create Instagram
Account. Find a Perfect Bio , Profile , Username and
Hashtags for your New Instagram Account.

Why is it important to optimise your Instagram
Accounts?

Working on your Instagram optimisation can give your
reach, discoverability, and engagement on Instagram a
serious boost.

Optimisation of your account and content to match the
algorithm is really important when you are growing
your account using organic growth. Most of the web
optimisation techniques can be applied to Instagram
too.
We have listed 4 of both which can boost your account
and make it easy for algorithms to understand and
promote your account & content.

Username

Unique Instagram Handle that everyone use for their
Instagram profile that is called Username. Finding a
perfect username can be tough ! And as more people
start using Instagram, the more it would get tough to
find a good username for your business and personal
Account.Here are some tips which can help you find
best username of your Instagram Profile.
Here’s the Checklist I referee to while finding a
username.
1 It is easy to remember
2 It is Available on the other Social Media websites
3 Represents your Business Name or Personal name
4 Meet Your Long Term Plans

Do’s While Finding a Good Username
1 Don’t have too many numbers or special
characteristics in it.
2 Easy to Search & Include your Name
3 Keep it Shorter than 15 Characters ( Max Instagram
allow is 30 Characters )
4 Make Sure it’s easy to Spell

What if Your Instagram Username is Already
Taken?

Finding an ideal Instagram username is very difficult,
especially when its already taken. Most of the time we
look for the username which describes us. For smaller
users choosing a username is an easy job, even though
if we don’t have access to their desired username, they
can easily modify it by adding ( _) or (.). But for users
dealing with business online or an influencer, they
need their desired name to rank and get more visibility
to the audience.

HOW TO GET A USERNAME WHICH IS
ALREADY TAKEN BY SOMEONE ?

Buying username:

There goes a market that works on trading usernames
for money. There are numerous marketers who hoard
on usernames that are popular and sell them for a good
amount of money. These people mostly are the ones
who started stalking the names in the early days where
the usernames weren’t popular but had the potential to
gain cachet.
Buying usernames directly from them is an easy and
quick idea if you have the money. But it all depends on
whether your desired Instagram username is available
for the sale.

Purging the Instagram account:

If the account is inactive if it has less number of
followers and its engagement activity is almost
negligible, you can claim their account. If you log an
inquiry to the Instagram customer care about the
same, they might consider your stance and purge the
Instagram account, that way the username would be
available again to the other users.

The direct message:

Another simple way would be directly contacting the
user with whom the account having the desired
username belongs to. You can find their contact details
or you can direct message them on Instagram to sell
oﬀ the name or to remove it from their account.

Trademark or copyright:

You can trademark or copyright the username through
online patent. Once the patent is issued you can report
the account for using your desired name to the
Instagram. but this process is time-consuming and it
involves expenses.
But this method is most successful and can make your
work easy. But this method is most prevalent with an
account that is inactive mostly, otherwise the success
rates decreases.

Choose a similar name:

This might seem an obvious idea but this is useful. If
you are a small user and you aren’t much concerned
about engagement and ranking, you can slightly
modify your desired username and make it usable. But
in the case of business, you can always add the city or
the location in which your operation is pervasive.

THE PERFECT BIO

An Instagram bio is the first impression of your
Account to your Audience, and First Impression is
everything. Your Bio tells people about what your
Instagram account is about, what you do and why they
need to follow you. Your bio will help you to convince
others when they make decision of following you or
not. You can put 150 Characters in your Instagram bio
and Surely it is not an easy task, so here are my few tips
to get that perfect bio.
1 Specific Niche - If you are a business and Identity
known for providing a certain Service , then its really
important to mention them in your Instagram Bio.
2 Add Emojis - Emojis are great way to express feelings
or objects without writing them.Emojis take less space
in your Instagram Bio and they will your bio a Fresh fell
which will help you to Stand out from Your
Competition. Just Make sure don’t use A-lot of emojis in
your bio.
3 Interest & Hobbies - Don’t forget to Add Your Interest
and Hobbies in your Instagram Bio it will help others to
understand more about you, what you love to do and
what your account is about.

4 Use Hashtags - You can even add hashtags in your
Bio, that will help Instagram Algorithms and People to
know more about your Instagram Account.
5 Call to Action - Bio is a great place to add a call of
action, which can helps you to get more clicks for your
website or asking people to follow you. Telling your
Audience what you want them do and how to do it.
For example , ask your Audience to click on the Link
Below to get Some free Stuﬀ, get your merchandise
etc.
6 Give Spacing - Instagram bio includes a-lot of
Characters and Important information, and most of the
time people forget to add spacing and just making it a
mess. So just review your bio once and add spacing
wherever its needed to make it look professional.

THE PERFECT PROFILE PICTURE
1 Show Your Face - If you are creating a personal
Account or You are a known Personality than It is must
that you use a profile pic that shows your face , not the
whole body.
2 Brand Logo - If you are a brand or a company then it
would be great If you choice your official logo , and

make sure that logo is visible easily. If you don’t have a
logo you can easily Create it from canva.com for free of
cost and without any watermarks.

CHAPTER 5

HASHTAGS

For knowing something better first we should
concentrate on its basic idea and use.

What does hashtags mean and what’s its
purpose?

Hashtags work to make your account more
approachable and your profile more visible to the
audience. When we add hashtags on the story and
posts, it finds its way to the feed with the added
hashtag and becomes noticeable to other accounts.
In addition to that, the post gets some amount of traffic
which further leads to more engagement and
interaction, as other users with a mutual interest in the
content may like your post, visit your profile and follow.
In short, hashtags are used to initiate growth and add
value to the account.

Why do accounts with some hashtags
don’t generate enough results?

Some hashtags on Instagram are way too old and are
being used in 1000s every day. Hashtags like #love
#instagood #instagram # beautiful etc are very popular
and have around millions of post tagged. These
Instagram hashtags fail to generate enough traffic and
thus fail to give the desired result.
Moreover, we always fail to understand the concept of
quality over quantity. We tend to use more hashtags
but forget to use relevant ones that can give us growth.

Avoid simply copy-pasting hashtags from websites,
they may contain hashtags which are banned or ones
with maximum numbers of post tags.
Use a smaller number of hashtags (around 15–25). The
relevancy of the hashtags and choice makes the post
more reachable and profile grow.

How to choose what hashtag to use ?

The basic sense would be finding the relation between
the content and the hashtags.Instagram uses advanced
AI to scan and detect what’s in the pictures you are
posting, if you post a car is image but hashtags are
about your location or other interest then Instagram
will stop your organic growth for that post therefore we
prefer hashtags that go with the same niche. This will
allow for better engagement. Using the right kind of
hashtag is important. Avoid using the ones which are
oﬀensive and are banned. Also, the hashtag should
have a good amount of posts tagged but also shouldn’t
have too much.
A post with good hashtags always stands out. but try to
create good content also. Using a hashtag won’t work if
your content lacks behind.
Find and use Hashtags based on amount of
engagement and followers you have, if you have 10
followers and you are using hashtags with 1 million

post, it won’t ever get your content ranked on the
hashtags.That’s why we always prefer using this table to
find best hashtags for your account.

The amount of posts will aﬀect your ranking on that
hashtags so in the start you should choose hashtags
which have less posts on it. Rank on small hashtags
first and then try to rank on Higher Hashtags.That’s the
path you need to choose to get Real organic growth.
Be Protective :

What are the Banned Hashtags?

The hashtags you use in your Posts are really important
and many hashtags can boost you to growth but few of
them can even harm your account. Mostly the problem
comes that you don’t know which hashtags are good
for you and which hashtags are blacklisted by
Instagram.

Instagram categories them into two types, banned and
flagged Hashtags.
Flagged Hashtags are those hashtags which Instagram
believes people use them more but they are something
that can harm their platform or make feel
uncomfortable on the platform like #depression or
#alone. If you use any flagged Hashtags your post
reach would be limited to your followers.
Banned Hashtags are those hashtags which Instagram
believes hurt their platform and they don’t anyone use
those hashtags.
Here’s a list of completely banned hashtags:
#anal #anon #arse #ballsack #bigboobs #bigbootyhoe
#bigtits #bigtitties #bitches #blowjob #bondagesex
#boobies #boobstagram #boobz #booty #bunda
#clevage #clit #cock #cocks #cum #cumshot #cunt
#daddydirectio n #daddydom #daddylove #dick dicks
#faggot #fatass #femdom #fetish #footfetish
#freethenips #frisky #fucking #funbags #girlsgonewild
#girlsoﬁnstagra m #grindin #gstring #hardcore #hmu
#hoes #horny #IG #ilovemyinstag ram #incest
#instababe #instabody #instafuck #instahot #instasex
#jizz #kike #kikmeboys #kikmenow #killyourself #kinky
#kontol #kyke #lean #like #loseweight #naughtygirls
#nekkid #nigger #nipple #nipples #nips #nobra #vag

#nudepics #wank #orgasm #whitepower #penis #whore
#popular #whores #popularpage #wtf #porn #xxx
#porno #おっぱい#pornography #pornstar #proanorexia
#probulimia #seksi #selfharm #sexiest #sexual #sexyaf
#sexybody #sexygirl #sexys #sexyteen #shirtless #slut
#sluts #snowbunnies #spankme #spic #tetas #thickgirls
#thighs #thinspiration #thinspo #tit #tits #twink

CHAPTER 6

AUTOMATION

Instagram Automation is a method in which people use
certain bots to perform Instagram actions on a Bulk
and that really helps people to get Mass Exposure
without Spending Much Money.
Instagram Automation can be hard to understand
sometimes but once you get a grip on it, Its one of the
best tools to grow your Instagram Accounts. Let’s start
with basics first.
The method works on the simple understanding that if
you can automate an Account to like or follow other

people's accounts than they will notice your Instagram
Account and believe if you have the right tool, right
account and perfect audience to target. Then you can
grow 500-2000 Followers a Day. I am using and
providing Instagram Automation services for many
years and I would share my thoughts and how you can
use it.
Automation contains many things and I will try to list all
of them, what they are called, and how you can use
them for your benefit. Firstly, I will answer the Most
Important Question.

Is automation safe?

This question doesn’t have a perfect answer.
Automation is safe or not depends on the Automation
you are using and did Instagram did something in the
past to stop it. Do you use the latest automation with
good automation providers?
Automation can hurt your account, if you use it at a fast
speed and also by using an old method that is detected
by Instagram already. Yes Instagram tries to stop
automation time by time but people always find a
solution around it.

Heres all the All Automation and How you can use them
to grow your Instagram Account.

1 Schedule Instagram Posts and Stories

It’s one of the safest automation, using it you can
schedule your post for the whole month and it will
automatically get posted. Your Account will grow on its
own. You can automate 1 Post for every hour. Still Stay
on the Safe Side.

2 Auto Follow & Unfollow

This method was pretty famous in 2018 and 2019, you
can follow a-lot of people and unfollow them after
some time. Continue this method and you will just
grow without any worries. But after updates on OCT 18
2019 this Method is stopped by Instagram and now the
limit is around 200 follow and unfollow a day. You can
still use it but at a slow speed.

3 Auto Like & Comment

This is another alternative to follow and unfollow. You
like and Comment on bunch posts and this will help
you grow. This method also worked great until
Instagram tried to stop it. Currently Auto Like and
Comment has a limit of 150 a Day. Even if you do a-lot
of likes and comments manually Instagram can ban
your actions for some time.

4 Auto DM

Auto DM is a method in which you can automatically
Message to your Targeted Audience and DM is a great
way to get more attention from someone. You can also
use it to DM your followers automatically when they
follow you or automatically DM people who recently
unfollowed you. I used this method a lot to grow my
business and it worked great for me. I would DM couple
for Business owners that I would help them to grow
their account and it worked like a Charm. But this
method is also blocked by Instagram lately, you can get
1-2 hours block for it. You can still message upto 25 to
50 people every 2 hours.

5 Mass Story Viewing

Mass Story viewing was developed in 2019. It was a
great method to grow . Your could watch up to 4
million stories a day and this method worked better
than any of the Methods without any Blocks or
Anything. The mass story also worked great for a few
months, I grew 10+ Instagram to up to 10k Followers in
the first month alone. You can still use it if you know
the Right place to get it.

6 Mass Voting

Many of the people notice that a lot of verified
accounts are seeing, your stories and react to your
stories. It’s because they are using a tool like mass

voting which helps them to mass react to thousands of
stories everyday.
It brings a great number of followers if you have an
attractive accounts and targeting a perfect audience.
This method is still working and you can use it.

Where to Find Working Automation ?

You can gain access to working automation and
without any blocks on my Website - instaeasy.online.

What Is InstaEasy?
InstaEasy is the Automation Website created by
Parwinder Singh in 2018 ( Yes that’s me ).It is a web
Based Automation System using which you can get
your Instagram account on Auto-Pilot Growth
24*7.Instaeasy is the only Automation website which
can Provide You with Personal Assistance to Your
Instagram Account.
How to sing up on InstaEASY ?
1 ) You can use it on Instaeasy.Instaeasy oﬀers
Hypervote Automation at a very cheap Price at just
19.99$ for a Month.

2 ) After Signing Up, You will see the Accounts Option
on the Left-hand Side Menu on Instaeasy.

3) Now Add Your Instagram Account, So You can Start
using the Automation.

What is the Automations InstaEASY Provide?
InstaEASY provide a variety of automation like

1) MassVoting ( Viewing Stories and Reacting to Them )
2) Hyper DM ( Reply automatically to incoming
message requests )
3) Hyper Follow ( Follow new accounts in your niche to
get followers in return )
4) Hyper Unfollow ( Unfollow people you followed to
keep your following count low )

5) Hyper Self ( Engage with your Followers or Post
Likers )
6) Hyper Like ( Like accounts in your niche )
7) Hyper Comment ( Comment on posts in your niche )

What is Massvoting?

Mass voting is a growth hack using which you can mass
engage, view story, and mass vote on people’s stories.
Mass voting consists of Poll votes, Story countdowns,
Post Comment Liker, Quiz Answers, Question Answers,
and Slider Points.
How to Use Massvoting on InstaEASY ?
First Login into your InstaEASY Account, then go to the
menu on left and See the icon with fire which says “
Massvoting “. After you are on MassVoting then you
need to select your Instagram.
If you don’t see any accounts or it says “ Relogin
Required “, Go the Accounts page in InstaEASY and
Add your Instagram Account.
After Selecting your Instagram Account you will see
this screen.
You can Add Targets Depending on Your Needs.

Our system automates interactions you could make
yourself through Instagram, to help your profile win
good followers and increase engagement. This is done
through interactions with people related to parameters
— profiles, hashtags, and locations — that you will
define.

•

People’s Post Liker ( Target people who liked
defined Account Posts.)

•

People Followers ( Target people who Follow
defined Accounts.

•
•
•
•

People’s Following (Target people who defined
Accounts is Following.)
Authors of posts with defined hashtags
Target People
Posters who marked the defined locations

Our system also takes care, using artificial intelligence,
not to interact with private profiles (this could bring
future inconveniences with requests that remain
pending), only follow profiles with photos and follow
and are followed by a minimum number of people.

What is the Automation Speed you Should use
on InstaEASY?
Recommended speed for features :

2K Poll & Slide Poll & quiz &question & countdown
4 K Masslooking v2
10 K Comment Like
Mass looking v1 using default speed is 2K per day.
The more you understand who your audience is, the
better your results will be with automation.

Do not think only of competitors, but also of profiles
related to yours.
For example:

•

If you have a company that works with children’s
parties, also add profiles of the schools in your
area.

•

If you have a class A restaurant, also add chic
restaurant profiles from your city.

If you have a local business, it is well worth using the
locations. Add sites that generate tagging in photos:
malls, sights, hot spots, etc. Add some hashtags, giving
preference to specific ones. If you are very generic in
your choice, you can attract audiences that you do not
care about.
How many targets you should on InstaEASY?
Our suggestion is that you add 14–25 profiles, 6–10
locations, and 6–10 hashtags.
Go through the automation activity log each day and
check the parameters that are returning errors, and
then change them for others.
Even in cases where there are no errors, it will be quite
healthy to rethink your parameters periodically.

CHAPTER 7

INSTAGRAM
ALGORITHMS

Instagram Algorithm is the most difficult part on the
platform and people spend hours looking on google to
learn more about it. I have been on Instagram for
almost 3 years and here is my view of how Instagram
algorithm work and how you can keep Instagram
algorithm on your team.

INSTAGRAM ALGORITHM
RANKING SIGNALS
1 Relationship

Relationship means Instagram Checks Your Interaction
History, how much your followers are interacting with
you and whats their relationship with your account. On
all social media platforms first 60 mins are most
important, the interaction that you get in the first 60
mins determines how much your post will rank and
how much Instagram will promote it. Engagement is
really important and that's why people used
engagement groups to give their Posts that boost, so
they can reach more people.

What are the engagement groups on
Instagram?
Engagement Group is a group where a lot of creators
come together and promise to like each other posts.
You can share Your post and others will like and
comment on it, and you do the same for others. That’s
the basic logic behind engagement groups.
Recently Instagram started stopping engagement
group and they can know when traffic is coming from.
For example using external apps like telegram ( most
engagement groups use it). You can still use it if you be

little wise and create a group on Instagram, invite
people in your niche and instead of sharing posts on
the group. You can just share a message that “ Hi, I
have posted a new Pic, go and like it”. Instagram would
never suspect it and you can grow without any
problems.

2 Interest

Algorithms works on what people love to see and
Instagram is a business in the end they want people to
be hooked on their app. That’s why they show only that
content which most users like and engage with. You
need to Experiment with your Posts see what people
like and interact with. Start posting posts related to it
more often.

3 Timelines

Instagram boosts the content more which is recently
posted and you need to also post a minimum of 3 to 6
times a day when you have just started your Instagram
Account. It would help Instagram to know more about
your content and rank it accordingly.

MY TIPS FOR WORKING WITH
INSTAGRAM ALGORITHM
1 Post More

As I mentioned earlier posting is important no matter
how much followers you have. More posts is equal to
more chances of gaining more followers. But don’t give
up your quality for posting more. Learn what your
audience likes and post more similar content it would
help you to gain more followers.

2 Look for insights

Instagram Provides Insights for Business and Creator
Profiles and its a great tool if you want to understand
your audience more and learn what things they like.
You can also learn where your audience is from and
when to post. Study you're insights more often and you
will know which path you should follow for growth.

3 Post Viral Content

If you have a theme page then you can just search
hashtags and look in the top posts. There you will find
all the posts which are already viral and liked by other
people. You can just repost them and Grow Your
Instagram Account. This is also a little shortcut to find
the perfect content to post.

4 Reward your Audience for sharing Your Profile

When you have a decent audience you can provide
them rewards for sharing your Instagram Profile in their
Stories or Account and this method works great. Even
your Audience will love it.

5 Collaborate with Similar Accounts

On Instagram when you are new, others are also
starting a similar Account like yours and you can easily
get in connect with them using a DM or Email. You can
collaborate with them and you both can share with
other content & grow together.

6 Use Hashtags properly

The hashtags you use in your Posts are really important
and many hashtags can boost you to growth but few of
them can even harm your account. Mostly the problem
comes that you don’t know which hashtags are good
for you and which hashtags are blacklisted by
Instagram in the next page, I would all the hashtags
which are blacklisted by Instagram.

Here’s a list of completely banned hashtags:
#anal
#anon
#arse
#ballsack
#bigboobs
#bigbootyhoe
#bigtits
#bigtitties
#bitches
#blowjob
#bondagesex
#boobies
#boobstagram
#boobz
#booty #bunda
#clevage
#clit #cock
#cocks #cum
#cumshot
#cunt
#daddydirectio
n
#daddydom
#daddylove
#dick #
dicks #faggot
#fatass
#femdom
#fetish
#footfetish
#freethenips
#frisky
#fucking
#funbags

#girlsgonewild
#girlsofinstagra
m
#grindin
#gstring
#hardcore
#hmu
#hoes
#horny
#IG
#ilovemyinstag
ram
#incest
#instababe
#instabody
#instafuck
#instahot
#instasex
#jizz
#kike
#kikmeboys
#kikmenow
#killyourself
#kinky
#kontol
#kyke
#lean
#like
#loseweight
#naughtygirls
#nekkid
#nigger
#nipple
#nipples
#nips

#nobra
#nudepics
#orgasm
#penis
#popular
#popularpage
#porn
#porno
#pornography
#pornstar
#proanorexia
#probulimia
#seksi
#selfharm
#sexiest
#sexual
#sexyaf
#sexybody
#sexygirl
#sexys
#sexyteen
#shirtless
#slut
#sluts
#snowbunnies
#spankme
#spic
#tetas
#thickgirls
#thighs
#thinspiration
#thinspo
#tit
#tits
#twink

#vag
#wank
#whitepower
#whore
#whores
#wtf
#xxx
#おっぱい

CHAPTER 8

IGTV
IGTV is the biggest growth hack
for Instagram from 2019 and still
working great for 2020. You can
gain more followers , leads and
sales organically, in this chapter I
would breakdown the whole
process.
First thing you need to
remember is that “Watch time” is
everything no matter, if you are
on Youtube or IGTV.Instagram will only promote Videos
which can keep People hooked to their Platform.
Instagram will be starting monetisation in Late 2020, so
if you are growing good on IGTV then you can make
real good money. Instagram shows your IGTV video to
a percentage of your followers and if they like it, then
the video will gain more exposure and more
impressions. You should always make sure that video
will be liked by wide range of audience so Instagram
will continue pushing it to more people.

Key is Focus on People who don’t Follow You
As said above you need to focus on people who don’t
follow you, and it would increase your quality for your
followers too. You need to cut all the boring parts of
the introduction, just directly get to the point of what
the user will be getting if they choose to click on the
video and continue watching you. You need to make
people hooked to your Video so Instagram pushes your
video to more people. Make it short, make it sharp, and
keep people hooked. For engaging video you don’t
need much growth hacks still I would mention few for
you so you know what checklist to follow.

GROWTH HACKS
1 Good Thumbnail

IGTV has two thumbnails, one which comes in your
smartphone which is small, and then the other is the
big one which is used on the IGTV app. Yes people use
the IGTV app still so you need to make an attractive
thumbnail for your video which attracts people's
attention.

2 Engagement is the Key

Engage with your audience as much as possible. When
people comment on your video or ask a question, just
reply to them talks to them in the comments that’s how

you get more comments in your video. Yes it helps to
boost your IGTV exposure.

3 Use Hashtags

As I mentioned earlier hashtags are really important,
yes you have to use hashtags In your IGTV video. But
listen no big hashtags. Small hashtags on which you
can rank on.Hashtags in which your video can be
shown on top Posts.

4 Success can be Copied

If you have a theme page, then that’s great you can just
directly go to certain hashtags and do some research.
Just look for the viral content which is going viral on
Instagram and you can repost them on your Instagram
page with good hashtags.

5 Vertical Matters

IGTV whole concept was making videos for the Vertical
Smart Phone screen, so don’t just sit and upload videos
from Youtube or videos which are not for vertical
Screens. Just upload vertical videos for IGTV.

6 Post Multiple times a Week

To keep Instagram algorithms on your team, you need
to post more and more every day. So Instagram
Algorithm start ranking you and promote your content
to more and more people on their platform.

Instagram monetisation

Here’s a screenshot shared by Jane Wong on Feb 7,
2020.It shows the monetisation feature which
Instagram is enabling in beta stage and It would be
released in later 2020.
Yes, now it’s for sure. Instagram will be bringing
monetisation soon.IGTV was a big project for
Instagram, and all of you know it didn’t work that much.
That’s why Instagram will be bringing monetisation for
its creators. Monetisation will keep users on the
Platform. Currently I think it would be only coming on

IGTV videos and its the only way to Get Ads on the
Platform.
Now, this is the time. You can start working on your
Instagram Account so when Instagram starts the
monetisation you will be able to earn a lot of money
and motivate yourself to stay on Instagram.

CHAPTER 9

SLAVE METHOD OF
GROWTH
Here’s the mother slave strategy, and what it is.Slave method
is using many similar accounts to grow one Main Page or
mother page.

Slave Method can be used in many diﬀerent forms,
here are the most common forms of it -

1 Fan Page Method

You can create similar Instagram accounts which
resemble your account and repost your posts on them.
This is the most used method even by Hollywood
celebrity. If 1 Instagram account can target 5k people
within a day then 100 Instagram Accounts can target
500k people a day. That’s the basic idea behind this
concept.

2 Niche Method

This method is really helpful for influencers or Business
owners, For example you have a food business or store
and you create a niche page about food. Niche pages
grow faster than an average business account and now
you can convert that food page traffic to your account.
By putting your original account in bio of the niche
account.
That’s how the mother slave account method works but
Creating and managing Instagram accounts at that
level is pretty hard, proxies, and everything can be just
a nightmare for many of the users , so suggest to get
someone that provides you with this service.

CHAPTER 10

BUYING
FOLLOWERS

The most important thing on Instagram is the followers
count. Followers count changes people mindset for
you, how they talk to you, and how they look at you.
Many people go to any level to get that fake follower.
You can easily buy them for cheaper and you can get alot of fake followers for free too.
Fake followers will hurt your account in the long run.
Instagram algorithms always push your posts to 15% of
your audience, if that 15% followers are fake and don’t

engage with your post then algorithms will think its not
a good post and will not share it with rest of your
audience.Many people buy them still because it helps
their businesses to get authenticity on the platform.
Same Goes with Buying Likes, Comments, Shares, or
anything. It wouldn't help you in any way if you are
looking to grow a real audience not just a 100k account
with zero interaction. Really it feels bad when you have
a big number but not even a single person to comment
or even watch your Story.
But, wait to hear me out. The Quality of fake followers
matter. It’s really hard to find people who have fake
followers. Even Blue Badge people have fake followers.
Yes, I have seen Verified pages using fake likes or
followers. Everyone do it but Instagram never says
anything about it. In the end it’s all about the quality of
followers and how you choice to get them. If you do
everything right than congrats, you won the golden
ticket of growth hack and you can grow rapidly now.

HOW TO FIND SOMEONE IF HE/SHE HAVE
FAKE FOLLOWERS ?
The engagement of a page shows everything if they
have real followers or fake, but as I said people can buy
fake likes and comments.So good way of finding them
would be seeing social blade growth chart of the
Instagram account. If that chart have certain high
growth and just kept going down after that, then
mostly that account have fake followers.

As you can see here, this account is sometimes not
even getting 1 follower for weeks but then suddenly it
gains 10,000 followers in a day. That’s the sign of
getting fake followers.

Engagement rate is also a big give away when it comes
to see if a page have fake followers. Like this account
we can clearly see it says fake followers.

Here’s the amount of engagement which should be
their depending on your followers growth.

CHAPTER 11

SHADOW BAN

Shadow-ban or Ghost banning is a ban in which
Instagram completely blocks a user from their
community. Instagram avoids tolerating any kind of
scammed accounts or harm to the community.
Instagram never officially commented on the topic of
shadow-ban. It is just an action that the platform takes
to completely eliminate a user from its community,
after shadow ban Instagram will try its best that your
content doesn’t reach any more users.

HOW CAN YOU GET SHADOWBANNED ON INSTAGRAM ?
1 Instagram Automation

Using Automation on a higher speed or doing manual
actions at a higher speed can get you banned. If you
are doing a lot of actions on Instagram, then Instagram
can think your account as a scammer and will shadowban your account.

2. Getting a-lot fake followers

After creating a new Instagram account you might
want to increase your followers, in the process if you
yield fake followers, then Instagram notices that
change in an account and they may just shadow-ban
your Instagram profile or worse they can deactivate
your Instagram account. Yes, it happens with a lot of
people who create new accounts and use bad quality
fake followers.

3. Posting non-friendly content

Everyday on Instagram thousands of pictures and
videos are posted, they have an AI which checks what
that video or pic contains. Instagram doesn’t like any
nudity, armed stuﬀ or drugs, etc on their platform. if
you post similar content and go against the guidelines
they will notice it and shadow-ban your account.

4. Classic Reports

Every user who sees your pictures or videos has an
option to report your account or posts, if a lot of
people report you on a certain day or week, surely
Instagram is going to notice it and it can end up
shadow banning your Instagram Account.

5 Using Banned Hashtags

There are two ways in people get banned by use of
hashtags in their posts and Hashtags are the most
common way to get yourself banned on Instagram.So
here’s the two ways you can get banned while using
Hashtags.
i)

Using more hashtags on your Instagram posts, you
can use up to 30 Hashtags in your Instagram posts
but I always suggest my clients stay on the safe
side.It would be always better if you don’t use more
than 25 Hashtags on your Post.More hashtags on
your Post would just hurt your Instagram
Account.So remember more hashtags does not
mean more Instagram growth or followers, it’s the
simplest way to get your Instagram account
banned.

ii) Everyone uses a-lot of hashtags in their Instagram
posts, there is two types of Banned hashtags on
Instagram. First, Hashtags which are blacklisted by
Instagram and then hashtags are which is

completely banned by Instagram.I have listed a-lot
of hashtags in Chapter 5 you can check them
out.But there are 100s of the hashtags which don’t
sound bad but can get your Instagram Account
Banned.Even hashtag “ Insta “ is blacklisted by
Instagram.How to Find more Your Instagram
Account is shadow banned ?

As mentioned before when you get your account
Shadow ban, then Instagram will their best to stop you
from growing on their platform. Many websites promise
they can predict if you are shadow-banned or not but
most of them don’t work.So I would suggest never
using or paying for the. So, here’s the only genuine
ways to find out your account is shadow banned or not.
1. Post a Picture or video on your Instagram account,
with certain hashtags. Use hashtags which don’t often
get more posts.
2. After Posting go to any of the used specific Hashtags
and check whether the hashtags feed to show your
post in the Recent tab.
3. If your Instagram account is not there then you are
shadow-banned.

It’s the only way to find if your account is shadowbanned or not. If your account is shadow-banned don’t
worry as all problems as solutions, this also can be
solved but remember it would take some time, it might
take a week or months to solve this because Instagram
never speaks on this topic so we don’t know the exact
time duration that would get your Instagram account
unbanned. For me, it took less than 10 days but it can
vary based on the reason why your Instagram account
is banned in the first place. It would be great If you can
find the root cause and try to stay away from it.

HOW TO GET UNBANNED?
There is no certain way to get unbanned, you need to
find the root cause by which you got unbanned and
avoid doing the same mistake.But I will list a few things
which helped me to get unbanned.

1 Get your Account some sleep

Yes, you need to give your Instagram account little rest.
You can do it by just not using it or completely stop
doing any actions on Instagram for minimum duration
of a week or two weeks.

2 Post Less

You need to slow down your actions on Instagram,
once you get a shadow-banned. I would suggest you
should completely stop posting or just post 1 posts per
day.

3 No Automation

Instagram Automation can get your Account shadowban.If you have used automation on a higher speed,
used an old version of Instagram automation, or used
them in the wrong way. If Automation is the reason you
got shadow-ban and you know it then just stop using
automation for a week or two.

4 Check for hashtags

As I mentioned Instagram cares a-lot about Hashtags.
You should look for your posts hashtags once you get
shadow ban.If you find any bad hashtags than remove
that hashtags from your Instagram posts and avoid
using them in future.

5 Remove bad Content

By bad content, I mean any contact which can be
against the Instagram community guidelines. If any of
your Posts contain any questionable content which can
be against the Instagram policy then remove them
from your account and after some time you will be
unbanned by Instagram.

6 Posts without Hashtags

Now when you are shadow-banned, and you want to
continue posting. I would really suggest looking at your
content If it against Instagram policies or not. If you
have good content still post them without any hashtags
for next week or two.
I hope all my tips about this topic, would help you
prevent this bans and if you got banned then it will help
you to get rid of it soon.

CHAPTER 12

HOW TO MAKE
MONEY ON
INSTAGRAM

Instagram is the most used social media with over 500
million users daily. Instagram is valued at more than 70
billion and has more than 1 Billion+ Registered Users on
its Platform. Instagram has an average audience
between the age 18-35 and that's the ideal audience
when you are looking to earn and grow your business.

Earning from Instagram is not easy and there are
endless way using which you can earn from Instagram.
But remember you are not the only person doing this, a
lot of people are doing it already and competition is
really high on Instagram. So think about what will make
you diﬀerent, what will you serve, what value you
would be providing and why anyone will choose and
pay you. That’s the question I am asking myself from
almost 4 Years from now and it always reminds me to
do better than what I am doing today. If you just want
to earn money without providing a value in return then
trust me it would be really hard to earn and be constant
on your path. You will give up soon and just remember
never give up just keep Moving forward.

WAYS TO MAKE MONEY
1 Selling Shoutouts

Here’s the easiest way you can earn from Instagram if
you have a massive audience than people would love
to reach that audience and they would be happy to pay
for it, if you have a real audience. Selling Shoutouts can
be profitable if you have a-lot of Instagram followers
and influence over people.

2 Brand Deals

Brand deals are similar to shouts, but in this you don’t
promote other Instagram Account instead you promote
a certain brand or object on your Instagram Account.
Big brands are always looking for influencers to
promote their product on their Instagram pages. Trust
me people are making millions promoting brands on
Instagram and you can even get free stuﬀ from brands
using this method.

3 Selling Followers , likes or Comments

Selling followers or likes is a great way to go and a-lot
of people are doing it already.You can find a source

where you have access to cheap followers and likes
and then just sell it to others for a margin. Normally
1000 Followers cost around 1-3$ but everyone sells it
for minimum 20$. But remember they won’t real
followers, likes, comments etc so never promise and
sell someone fake things when they asked for real
followers.

4 Selling Merchandise

Once you get a loyal audience then you can create
your own products, and sell them using your Instagram
Account. It is a profitable business and every big
influencer you know may be doing it already. You can
create a shop using Wix or Shopify without any tech
knowledge.
Get Products from Gooten, gooten is a website where
you can get customised generic products like a t-shirt,
cups, mobile case and many others.You can just paste
your logo on them and get them without needing any
inventory or filling your home with products.

5 Selling Instagram Accounts

Now once you know How to grow Instagram Accounts
then you can grow a lot of accounts and start selling
them. You can even buy Instagram accounts for cheap
and then sell them for a profit. A lot of people do this
and it is a profitable business.

My best Advice will be buying Instagram accounts
whose owner is in developing countries then you can
get them for a cheaper price. But always make sure,If
they have a real audience or not.
Never sell your account for cheap, now the question
comes how you can find value your Instagram account.
Sell it for perfect price and never pay more if you are
buying it.
A page with less than 50k followers would be around
100$.A page with less than 100k followers should be
selling for around 250$.A page which has less than
500k Followers would be selling around 999$.

6 Starting Social media Marketing

Social media marketing is just all about helping others
to grow their Instagram account or get them more
sales. You will need to learn everything about a
platform and months of experience.
Here’s a path I walked, Social media marketing can
bring a lot of money for you but it is also the most
difficult task. You need to learn Web development,
Instagram growth, sales, and SEO or Marketing. Trust
me it’s not an easy road but a road worth walking.

7 AFFILIATE MARKETING

If you don’t want to build your new products then you
can just join affiliate program and promote their stuﬀ
on your Instagram account. You can earn a profit from
10% to 50% on every sale. Amazon is great way to start
if you want to go for Affiliate marketing you can get up
to 12% of every order placed from your link.

8 Drop Shipping

Drop Shipping, I have seen thousands of people writing
about this how it changed their lives and how it can
make you so much money & change your whole life.
Yes that people show the proof of their earnings but
trust me don’t believe them. Drop-shipping is just a
process in which you find cheap products from
Chinese websites, then create a website, and sell
products on your website for a high margin. But I don’t
think drop-shipping works that great these days if you
don’t have a personal brand. Chinese Manufactures
takes minimum a week to ship the products and if it is
your personal brand product than customers can wait
but if you are selling something which someone can
buy on amazon and get it within a day then why people
will buy it from you. Drop-shipping can be a highly
profitable business if you have a great personal brand.

9 FreeLancing

If you have a good knowledge of web development,
content creation, or anything which can add value to
someone else account than you can easily sell it to

others using Instagram.No need to get on Freelancers
websites and wait for orders. Just a create an Instagram
account which shows your work and start approaching
diﬀerent business. Tell them how you can Add Value to
their business and just sell your services.

Final Thoughts -

I have been on Instagram for many years now, I have
been trying to earn from it from the start. I have also
searched thousands of Times to find that way to earn
money from Instagram easily, but trust me that easy
road doesn’t exist.You need to work hard for
everything. Stop wasting your time searching on how
to make money on Instagram but work hard and grow
an audience, and money will come to you. That’s how
things work you can’t earn without providing values to
others unless you just want to scam others. Scamming
is not the way to go and many people are doing it on
Instagram. Just work hard and create something that
others are willing to pay for.
I know you guys will do great and Keep Hustling.
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